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A fully updated edition of one of New Mexico s bestselling guidebooks!Offers a variety of hikes

around the state plus a new Trails-at-a-Glance feature.The most current hiking guide to New Mexico

on the market.New Mexico offers a surprising variety of terrain to explore, from the Chihuahuan

Desert in the south to remarkable alpine lakes in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains to the north. In this

completely updated guide to New Mexico s impressive trails, author Craig Martin includes easy 1-

and 2-mile day jaunts, numerous 8- to 12-mile hikes, and difficult 20-plus-mile backpack trips for the

more ardent adventurer.Interesting on-the-trail information such as the history of old mining camps,

homesteads, and ghost towns is provided. Most hikes are quickly accessible from the urban centers

of Santa Fe and Albuquerque.
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Lots and lots of varied and terrific hikes. Nicely written, attractive and informative photos,

easy-to-use maps and clear trail directions. A great book for planning a trip to the area, and for

taking on the trail. I like a little more description of what I'm seeing on the trail than this book

provides, but it's still a wonderful resource for getting started.

A great overall intro to hiking in New Mexico. I tend to use these 100 Hikes books as a jumping off

place. They allow you to experience a good hike in an area, and from there you can branch out and

explore further backpacks and journeys. This edition is slightly trimmed down from the previous



ones and they've switched from a glossy to a regular stock paper making it lighter and more likely to

be packed along.Can't go wrong with this book. I recommend it to anyone exploring hikes in NM!

The third updated edition of 100 Hikes in New Mexico includes over twenty new hikes, over 100

new maps, and hikes easily accessible from Santa Fe and Albuquerque. It offers a completely

updated guide to New Mexico's hiking trails and comes from a veteran hiker, and is a 'must' for any

outdoors or travel collection, packing in all the details needed to plan a trip specifically for outdoors

adventuring.

This is a superb book for the serious hiker. I've been on most of the trails in the northern half of the

state, the directions are accurate and the capsule descriptions helpful. One area that is missing is

the Caja del Rio area west of Santa Fe, but the author has written a separate guide for this area (if

you can find it). Recommended.

I bought the book to help me FIND places to hike. The directions to the trails are vague and don't

include gps coordinates which would be very helpful. The book doesn't really have any more

information in it than what you can find online at sites like [...]. That site includes Google maps links

to the trails. I have use multiple trail books in other states but this one is by far the least helpful.

I find this book helpful in picking new places to try. Maps, photographs, even some color photos.

The book is arranged regionally and the difficulty levels given for the hikes seems to work.
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